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Introduction by EBR:  
I like the emphasis here on creativity, adaptation to age, and the link to new technology. 

 
The experts tell us to give our minds new experiences; this should slow the inevitable mental decline 
that comes with aging. One way to do this is to play a musical instrument. But how? With aging 
comes reduction in dexterity and strength, not to mention memory.  
 
I played the tenor banjo badly as a young man. I began to wonder, with age, if my fingers were still 
connected to my brain. I needed something simpler now – perhaps the musical saw? 
 
In the Deep South 100 years ago, anything that made a noise was conscripted into hillbilly bands. 
The musical saw was later adopted by vaudeville and the English music hall. ‘Musical Saw’ is a bit of 
a misnomer since most hand saws can be played as an instrument. Some play infinitely better than 
others; you can buy expensive concert saws made for the purpose.  
 
The saw is easy to play. Commonly you sit down, grip the wooden handle between your thighs with 
the saw’s cutting edge towards you, then bend the saw blade in the shape of an S. You play it along 
its back edge (opposite the cutting teeth) with a cello bow. The more bend or tension on the saw, the 
higher the note. The location along the saw’s edge also affects the note created by the bowing. You 
don’t need instruction. Simplicity is the keyword.  
 
You can get out a tune after a couple of hours of practice, but like all musical instruments it requires 
time and application to play well. 
  
Playing the saw is only half of the experience. Once you would have been left alone in your garret to 
play to yourself. With the advent of the internet, you can now accompany any musician you like; just 
call them up on Youtube. I play ‘The Swan’ duets with Yoyo Ma, or Elgar’s ‘Nimrod’ backed by the 
world’s finest symphony orchestras. Folk songs, film music, whatever you want to play along with is 
all there, all free. 
 
I paid $6 for one of my best saws in a flea market. A very good tenor saw, the 26 inch Stanley 
SharpTooth FINEFINISH, is available from your local hardware for about $30. You will need an entry-
level cello bow and a block of rosin from your local music store. You are all set for well under $100. 
 
You don’t need to be able to read music. Even if you have a tin ear, you can still have fun, though if 
you have close neighbours it might be advisable to close your windows. 
 
  


